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Getting Into State
Have you noticed that athletes and actors will do whatever it takes to get themselves into state? We accept 
this because we believe they have massive opportunities...except their opportunities aren’t greater than those 
of speakers and entrepreneurs! You should take professional speaking at least as seriously as they do! 

35th Annual Forbes 400 List of 15 Wealthiest Entrepreneurs

ENTREPRENEUR NET WORTH - BILLION USD

Bill Gates 81.8

Jeff Bezos 72.1

Warren Buffett 64.4

Mark Zuckerberg 55

Larry Ellison 49.3

Michael Bloomberg 44.4

Larry Page 38.7

Sergey Brin 37.5

Phil Knight 24.6

Michael Dell 20.3

Paul Allen 19

Donald Bren 15.2

Thomas Peterffy 12.6

Elon Musk 11.9

Rupert Murdoch 11.5

* These were pulled in 2017 and are subject to change

MODULE 3 

BROADSPECTRUM APPEAL

Speaker State: A state of mind that you want to get into before you get on stage in order to 
maximize success, your attraction, and your influence. 

DEFINITION
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STATE IS POWERFUL

1. A business owner should not go to work until they’re in the right state of mind 

 y Your employees and customers are looking for certainty

 y When you are a leader of a company, you are responsible for providing certainty

 y One bad day as a business owner can have a cascading effect in your business 

2. Your state is contagious

 y Your state has everything to do with how well your message is received and the amount of attraction 
and influence that you can create 

 y Don’t take the stage unless you’re in state, and become professional enough that you can instantly  
get into state

 y How you feel is how your audience will feel

RITUALS 

Establish a Ritual for the 24 Hours before your talk... 

 y Start getting into state 24 hours prior to your presentation by instituting a pre-speaking ritual

 y Plan a “Gentle Day” 

 » The day before your presentation, take it easy, have a day where you don’t need to make  
many decisions 

 » When travelling to the talk, let the organizer know what you need to work at your very best 

 » Eat right so you feel your best

 » Plan ahead

 ` Prepare your clothes and anything else you’ll need the night before

 » Get enough sleep and relax

 » Do whatever you can to ensure minimal stress the day of your talk

 » Recognize what takes you out of flow and try to eliminate those things

 » Pre-visualize your audience

 » Do whatever it takes to get into state

 ` Exercise

 ` Use music to get into state, make a Power Playlist

 » Reduce external influences

TIPS & TRICKS
1.  

Get ritualized about getting into state.
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And a Ritual for right before the talk…

 y Keep external influences reduced

 ` Consider headphones and avoiding communication or news

 y Visualize again

 y Put on the Power Playlist that will put you into state

 y Use any mantras or anchors that you can to get into state

 y Do whatever it takes

MANTRAS

Use a Mantra to get into state

 y Anything you say to yourself over and over again is effectively a mantra

 y Mantras can have an impact on your nervous system

 y Have mantras that empower you

 y Your words can influence your physiology

 y Build up your energy

 y Develop your mantra

ANCHORS

Establish some Anchors to get into state faster in the future
Music

 y E.g., Power Playlists
 
Smell

 y E.g., Using Citrus aromatherapy while meditating and then spritzing that on before a talk; use a special 
soap when having relaxing baths and take it with you to use the night before your talk; carry an 
essential oil with you and smell it only when in peak states

 y Taste is effective too, such as a special food the night before that puts you in a wonderful mood, or 
eating a specific kind of mint when in peak states and then eating it before going on stage 

 y Unique flavours and scents work best so that you can keep them tightly associated to the specific state 
you want to capture 

TIPS & TRICKS
1.  

Music is a powerful anchor. Make yourself a Power Playlist to easily get into state.
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Physical Anchors 

 y E.g., Squeezing your ear during a “peak state” so that when you squeeze your ear later the action 
provokes the same state

Being Responsible for Managing Your State

As a speaker, you don’t have the option of not going to work, so you have to manage your state. 

 Two ways you can manage your state: 

1. Force yourself into state and have faith that everything will be okay

2. Share openly with the audience

Either way, you need to connect with the audience in order to build influence. Having these rituals and tools at 
your disposal will help you do that. 

TIPS & TRICKS
1.  

Use rituals to build state, use anchors to replicate state.

1.  

REMEMBER: You are completely responsible for your state of mind.
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HOMEWORK
PART 1
In bullet form, build your ideal 24 hours before giving a presentation. 

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

PART 2
Come up with 3 personal mantras to help you prepare yourself for the stage.

 y

 y

 y
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PART 3
Come up with a few possible anchors that you can use to get yourself into state more easily and start 
implementing them into your life. 

Music: Make yourself a Power Playlist. List some songs you might include.

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 y

 
Smell: Think of one way you could use a sensory anchor to get into state and start using it.

 y

 y

Physical Anchors (Touch): plan a physical anchor (like an ear squeeze) and start using it when you are in a 
peak state.

 y

 y

 y



Notes:


